
GNFAC Avalanche Forecast for Tue Feb 19, 2019

Good morning. This is Doug Chabot with the Gallatin National Forest Avalanche Forecast issued on Tuesday,
February 19th at 7:00 a.m. Today’s forecast is sponsored by Morrison-Maierle and Beartooth Powder Guides.
This forecast does not apply to operating ski areas.

Mountain Weather

This morning there’s an inch of new snow near West Yellowstone and a dusting everywhere else. Mountain
temperatures are -5F to -10F with west to southwest winds blowing lightly at 10-20 mph. Today will be cloudy
and temperatures will rise into the high single digits before falling to zero tonight. South to southwest winds will
pick up this afternoon to 15-25 mph and light snow showers will drop 1-2” overnight.

Snowpack and Avalanche Discussion

Southern Madison Southern Gallatin Lionhead Range Island Park

Last week it snowed 3-4 feet in the mountains south of Big Sky to West Yellowstone resulting in an avalanche
warning and many avalanches. Since then the snowpack has gotten more stable and signs of instability are less
frequent, but not absent. Yesterday, skiers in the southern Gallatin Range had rumbling collapses in a shallow
snowpack and chose to avoid avalanche terrain (details).  On Sunday, skiers saw a large avalanche near Bacon
Rind (details), and in the two days prior Eric found a large avalanche in Taylor Fork (photo, video). These
slides broke on weak, sugary facets at the base of the snowpack. This layer still has potential to be triggered,
especially on steep slopes that were wind-loaded over the weekend. Although snow loading has stopped, the
recent signs of instability indicate avalanches are still possible. For today the avalanche danger is rated
MODERATE on all slopes.

Bridger Range Northern Gallatin Northern Madison Cooke City

Over the weekend there was avalanche activity in the northern ranges and also around Cooke City. The
avalanches were isolated and not widespread. The largest and scariest of them released on heavily wind-loaded
slopes. These slopes are relatively easy to identify as their ridgelines are either scoured to the rocks or support
large overhanging cornices. Some of these thick wind slabs overlay weak, faceted snow near the ground which is
why they avalanche. A few recent examples:

Around Cooke City Alex investigated a large slide on Henderson Mountain on Friday that was triggered
by a cornice fall (video, details). Yesterday, Ian and I checked out a small and deep hard slab avalanche
under a scoured ridgeline on Crown Butte (photo, video).
On Buck Ridge near Big Sky, Alex looked at two deep avalanches that were heavily wind-loaded and
broke on faceted snow. The larger of the two was triggered from low on the slope (photo, video).

The avalanche danger is decreasing but the consequences of being caught in a deep hard slab avalanche remains
serious. Avoid steep, heavily wind-loaded slopes. Skiers will not be able to mitigate this problem with a ski-cut.
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Most slopes are strong and stable, but a few are not. Because we are human and prone to mistakes, sometimes
we blow our slope assessment. Safe travel rituals are our safety net: traveling one at a time (literally) in
avalanche terrain, carrying rescue gear and carefully assessing each slope. For today, the avalanche danger is
rated MODERATE on wind-loaded slopes and LOW on all others.

If you get out and have any avalanche or snowpack observations to share, contact us via our website, email (
mtavalanche@gmail.com), phone (406-587-6984), or Instagram (#gnfacobs).

Upcoming Avalanche Education and Events

Our education calendar is full of awareness lectures and field courses. Check it out: Events and Education
Calendar.

BOZEMAN

February 22 and 23, Women’s Companion Rescue Clinic, 6-8 p.m. Friday at REI, 10-4 Saturday in the field.
More Info and Register.

March 1, 2 and 3, Bozeman Split Fest, More info at www.bozemansplitfest.com.

WEST YELLOWSTONE

February 23, 1-hr Avalanche Awareness for Snowmobilers, 7-8 p.m. Holiday Inn West Yellowstone.

COOKE CITY

Every Friday and Saturday, Rescue Training and Snowpack Update. Friday 6:30-7:30 p.m. at the Soda Butte
Lodge. Saturday anytime between 10-2 @ Round Lake.
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